Brain On!
Study Smarter Not Harder

Study Plan Bull’s-Eye

Overview
Use your professor’s study guide to identify all the information you need to study. If there is no study guide, make your own by looking at headings from lectures and readings, the syllabus, and CANVAS.

Assess
Review your study guide and identify what topics you feel confident you understand and which ones you need to spend more time using your resources to learn.

Tools
How will you study? Past tests and quizzes; online practice tests; Quizlet; Khan Academy; making maps and charts; reviewing chapter review questions; question generating your notes. There are so many active ways to study!

Study
Plan out your study time by dividing the number of topics you need to study into the number of days you have to study for the exam. Start early so you have enough time to feel confident you know the material and are ready for the exam!